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Katherine Pierce Wins Crown
Three Attendants
he
Also Are Named
arthenon
MARSHALL COLLEGE STUDENT NEWSPAPER

VOL. 59

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1959

Katherine Pierce, Charleston senior, is "Miss Marshall, 1959."
Her attendants are Louise Shumate, Huntington-Junior Class
Queen; Linda Brown, Matewan-Sophomore Class Queen; and
Sharon Haselip, Huntington~Freshman Class Queen.
Miss Pierce became "Miss Marshall" in a runaway vote that
NO. 20
saw 1,369 students cast the ir ballots. She received 323 votes.
Her nearest competitor was Beverly Lowe, Williamson, who garnered
228 votes. Miss Lowe was followed closely by Libby McLean,
Chesapeake, who received 200 votes, and Barbara Johnson, Ironton,
Ohio, with 174 votes.
In the junior class race Miss
Shumate received 72 votes, a nar- be awarded a $100 scholarship
row margin of victory over Sara- by the Huntington Merchants
lee Minnis, Weirton, who had 68 Association.
votes.
"Miss Marshall, 1959" is a fiveThe sophomore class tally was foot, six-inch, blue-eyed brunette
even closer-a two vote victory who is majoring in Elementary
for Miss Brown. She received Education. She is a graduate
72 votes, while runner-up Mary of Beaver High School in BlueChafin, Huntington, received 70. field, but now lives in CharlesSuzanne Tamplin, Madison, and ton.
Betty Puryear, Logan, received
Activ
54 and 50 votes, respectively.
Miss Haselip ,w on the Freshman Queen nod by twelve votes
over Judy Johnson, Huntington.
Miss Haselip had 103 votes, Mi
J ·o hnson 91. Next in line we
Pam Butler, Glenwood,
votes, and K ay Merri
with 66.
As usual, the
had the highes
total of 517

Miss Marshall Of 1959 ...
KATHERINE PIER CE, Charleston senior, has
been elected as "Miss Marshall, 1959" by the
Student Body, an d will reign with h er attendants throughout the Homecoming festiv-

Calendar Of Homecoming Activities

Parade Will S
By SUE CAMPB ELL
and
RALPH TURNER
Staff Reporters
A Pep Rally with band, majorettes, cheerleaders, bonfire, "Miss
Marshall" and attendants, a
course, the football tea
kick-off Homecoming 1
night at 7 p . m . on the Intr
Field.
The Robe,
leadership fr
ing the 45
se
At 8
decoration
D ecoratio
the following
B all, College
Sigma Sigma Si
, elta Zeta,
Sigma Kappa, Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Sigma Alpha, and
Alpha Xi Delta.
J udges for the house decorations and floats are: Mrs. Mildred
Leuterman, Mrs. Barbara McWhorter, Mrs. Lucille Seese, Mrs.
S. L. Tompson, Dr. M. Lawrence
White, Jr., Arnold Kahn, Campbell Neel, and Hugh Rees.
The first all-alumni activity of
the weekend will be guided tours
of the campus from 9-11 a. m.
tomorrow morning. Students will

e parade down
Avenue. Floats will be
this year after their
in last year's parade.
ositions for organizations
e parade are: ROTC color
guard, Marshall Band, ROTC dignitaries' cars, Huntington East
Band, Pershing Rifles, Queens'
float, Alpha Phi Omega car,
Alpha Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Vinson Band,
Cavaliers, Sigma. Alpha Epsilon,
Veterans Club, 'Douglass Band,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Circle K car, and Huntingt on High Band.
The parade will form between
13th and 16th Streets on Fourth
Avenue. The line of march is
down Fourth Avenue to Eighth
Street, out Eighth to 10th Avenue,
up 10 to 12th Street, out 12th to
Charleston A v e n u e, and up
Charleston to the stadium.
The themes for the fioats are :
Queen's fioat.-"Stairway to the

Alpha-"Marc
Over OU"; Ta
Tames
cats,_,,.-£_..._ ...
"Snyder's
Steakti Sf,
ni Welcome";
Sigma A,y,...,_~,.,.lon-"Victory
in Sight"
ans' Club--"Our
Fondest Dream, Marshall University; Lamba Chi Alpha"We're Pulling for You"; and
Pi Kappa Alpha-"Marco Deep
Sixes the Bobcats."
The floats will be judged during the parade and at half-time
of the game. Trophies will be
given for first and second place.
The Homecoming game with
Ohio University begins at 2 p. m.
During half-time ceremonies,
Miss Marshall and her attendants
will be presented.
One of the main features of
half-time activities w ill be an
e xhibition of drill by the Pershing Rifles, top drill unit of
the college Battle Group.
In addition to the half-time
activity, the Pershing Rifles
will escort the Homecoming
Queen.
I mmediately f o 11 ow i n g the
game, fraternities, sororities and

independent organizations will
have open house, buffet dinners,
banquets, teas and receptions for
t heir respective alumni. (Check
Marco's Memorandum, Page 11.)
From 5 p. m . to 7 p. m. there will
be a party for all Marshall alumni
at the Hotel Frederick, sponsored
by the Alumni Foundation.
Buddy Morrow and his orchestra will be featured at the
Homecoming dance, the grand
finale of 1959 Homecoming, at the
Field House from 9 p. m. to 1
a. m. A t intermission, winning
house decorations and floats will
be announced and trophies presented to first and second place
winners.
Miss Marshall for 1959 will be
officially crowned by t he p resident of the S tudent Body.
· The dance will be the same
as it was last year except for
one change. There w ill be no
tables. Three rows of downstairs bleachers and upstairs
bleachers will be used instead.
In addition to the bleachers,
chairs will be available. The reason for the change is the lack
of room at the Field House. With
no tables, the entire floor will be
used for dancing.

LINDA BROWN
... Sophomore Queen

SHARON B ASELIP
... Freshman Queen
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DIARY OF A COED

AN EDITORIAL

IWelcome, Alums/I
" Welcome, Alums!"
Homecoming 1959 is ready to roll, and we
hope you will find this year's edition
both hospitable and rewarding.
An all-out effort has been made to contact
you, not only to invite you to Homecomi~g,
•b ut to bring you up-to-date on Marshall affairs.
And, we're looking forward to a greater n~ber of you returning to visit the campus this
year than ever before.
Amon&' the people responsible for the
build-up in our alumni prop-am are: John
M. Sa:,re, new director of Development and
Alumni Affairs; Don Jenkins, president of
the Alumni Association; and Kenneth Stettler, president of the Marshall Foundation,
Inc.
These men are working hard to strengthen
our relations with you, and to keep you informed about our activities.
We of the Student Body are interested in
your enjoyment of Homecoming, and much
work has been done t o provide you with the
best possible program.
Members of the Homecoming Commission
have given most of their spare time since
school started to set up this year's Homecoming. They deserve a big share of the credit
for the job they've done.
We know you'll enjoy the floats and house
decorations this year. All the organizations
have spent a lot of time preparing them.
Once again, we have a "name band" for the
Homecoming dance, Buddy Morrow and his orchestra. In acquiring Morrow, we have outdone many of the other colleges and univer sities in our area of the country.
Two of the activities that have been
planned for :,ou excluslvel:, are the "Get
Reacquainted Tour" of the campus tomorrow
mornin&', and the Alumni part:, in the ballroom of the Hotel Frederick after the came.
The party ls sponsored b:, the Marshall
Alumni Association.
The game with Ohio University will find
Marshall tal:fued as the underdog, as they have
1been all season . But ·we've been impressed
by the spirit and d etermination of the "Big
Green" this year. The team gives its all from
the start to the finish of each game, regardless
of the final score.
Inexperience, injuries, and lack of depth
11 incerely

have plagued Coach Charlie Snyder's team
throughout the season, but they've never given
up and we' re proud of them.
We've bad a lot of spirit and initiative on
the campus this :,ear, and we bellen It'• a
sip. of the times that marks a step forward
in our prop-ess.
And we ABE prop-essln&', We're expectinc a sur&'e in the development of Marshall
in nearly all areas.
One of the most evident signs of our progress is in our building program. The new
men's health and physical education building
is in mid-construction now on the east end
of the campus.
In the offing are: A $1,200,000 first stage
of a projected three-stage men's dormitory facility; a $4,000,000 first stage of a three-stage
classroom building expansion; and groundbreaking for a Campus Christian Center, to
cost about $200,000.
Academically, we expect to initiate a course
of instruction next fall that will allow students
ot r eceive a degree in nursing, and are negotiating for funds to provide a Russian Area
Study that would include courses in Russian
language, geography, history, etc.
In addition, proposals for extensive administrative and departmental reorganization are
currently being completed so that we may keep
pace with the expansion of the college.
From the student aspect, plans are well
underway to provide a "pilot" honor system in
on e or two departments to test the feasibility
of an honor system throughout the colle·ge.
All of these plans are destined to add to
our prestl&'e, and we hope that they wlll lead
to the realisation of university status for
Marshall.
There's no doubt about our prO&'J'ess,
we're makln&' It b:, leaps and bounds. We
hope :,ou will be Impressed with what we're
accompllshlnc and with our enthusiasm.
We want you to be proud to say ,,'I'm a
Marshall grad," and we want to be proud to
say it ourselves.
So, "Welcome Alums." Enjoy your Homecoming. Get "reacquainted" w ith Marshall
while you're here and become apart of our
booming prograss.
B:, DON FANNIN

Editor-in-chief

:MONDAY: Prof. Pomfritt sprang quiz in English lit this
morning. If Shakespeare didn't write Canterbury Tales I'm a
dead duck ... Lunch at the house- turkey hash. Question:
how can we have turkey hash when we never had turkey? . ..
Smoked a Marlboro after lunch. I dig those better makin's
the most! . . . Played bridge with sorors in afternoon. When
game was over, my partner sw,bbed me several times with
hatpin. Must learn weak club bid ... Dinner at house- lamb
hash. Question: how can we have lamb hash when we never had
lamb? . . . Smoked a Marlboro after dinner. What filter ! What
flavor! What pack or box ! ... Chapter meeting at night. Motion
made to abolish capital punishment for pledges. Motion defeated . . . Smoked more Marlboros. Quelle joie! ... And so to bed.
TCESDAY : Faculty tea at the house. Spilled pot of oolong
on Dean of Women. She very s1,1rly. Offered her a Marlboro.
Still surly. Offered skin graft. No help . . . Dinner at Kozy
Kam pus Kafe- 24 hamburgers. But no dessert. Have to watch
waistline ... And so to bed.
WEDNESDAY: Got our marks in English lit quiz. Lucky
for me Shakespeare wrote Canterbury T ales! ... Afternoon date
with Halph Feldspar. Purely platonic. Ralph wanted to consult me about love trouble he's having with his girl Nymphet
Calloway. I assured him things would get better. Ralph said
he certainly hopes so because last four times he called on
Nymphet, she dumped vacuum cleaner bag on him .. . Smoked
several Marlboros. Wonderfuf cigarette. Ko confusion about
which end to light. Saves loads of time ... Dinner at housebread. That's all; just bread ... And so to bed.
THURSDAY: Three packages from home-laundry, cookies,
records. So hungry I ate all three . .. Quiz in American history.
If Millard Fillmore didn' t invent cotton gin, I'm in big trouble
. .. Dinner at house. Big excitement-Nymphet Calloway announced her engagement to Halph Feldspar. While .sorors
flocked around to congratulate Nymphet, I ate everybody's
side meat ... Then smoked Marlboro. Oh, what a piece· of work
is Marlboro! ... And so to bed.

FRIDAY: Got our marks in American history quiz. Was
shattered to learn that Millard Fillmore did not invent cotton
gin. He wrote Canterbury Talu ... How very odd 1 • •• Lunch
at the house- bread hash ... Marlboro after lunch. Great smoke.
Must send valentine to manufacturers .. . Spent entire afternoon getting dressed for date tonight with Norman Twonkey.
Norman is dall, dark, loaded- a perfect doll! Only thing wrong
is he never tells a girl where he's going to take her. So I put
on a bathing suit, on top of that an evening gown, and on top
of that a snowsuit. Thus I was ready for a splash party , a dance,
or a toboggan slide . . . So what do you think happened? He
entered me in a steeplechase, that's what l ... Would have taken
first prize easily if I hadn' t pulled up lame in the last furlong
.. . And SO to bed.
C 1069 Maa Sbulm-.n

•

•

•

Yes, the college life ill a busy one and you may be having
trouble choosing the cigarette that's right for you. Here's
a handy guide: For filter plus flaoor-Marlboro. For fla vor
without filter-Philip Morris. For filter plus flavor plus coolness-Alpine . . . All made by the sponsors of this column.
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History Of Homecoming Floats
Apparently Dates Sack To '32
By STEVE SEPLOCBA

News Editor
What makes or breaks a parade? Floats, of course.
At least this has been the case here since 1932. That was the
first year floats were recorded in the Mirabilia (predecessor ot
the Ohief Justice).
Prior to that, fraternity and sorority houses were decorated to
celebrate the most spirited football games of the season, known
undtr several names including
Thanksgiving Game, Turkey Day and cost limitations to meet, and
Game, and Homecoming.
time limits.
Floats were unique during
However, float builders are not
those early days. There were discouraged by the latter-day reno recorded restrictions--either strictions. Each year the floats
size or cost.
seem to be bigger and better
There was competition in 1932 than the ones of the pasl
despite the absence of regulaOne never knows what to extions. Phi Tau Alpha's "Skin pect as he awaits 'the elaborate
the Bobcats" entry won first procession to Fairfield Stadium,
place. The 1932-33 yeaiibook also However, he does know that it
referred to two other entries. represents a tremendous amount
One by Alpha Theta Ohi a fra- of thought, time, and school
'ternity, and the other ,b y a sor- spirit.
ority, Kappa Theta.
But perh'aps the best way is
The evolution of. float building ,by
comparing
the
general
has brought many changes in themes: "Skin the Bobcats" and
procedure. Today there are size "Welcome Home Alumni."

Chmfffll•• IHlfies Of Jesttr,ear
UND A VUN, UND A TWO (as Lawrence Welk wollld say) plus two more beauties add a
bit of sparkle to this early ffoat. The actual date of the entry could not be learned but the
hair styles and clotbinr surrest the late 1930s. The picture, submitted by the Kappa Alpha
fratemity, represents the reneral trend of early floats.

PHOTO FINISHING

24 hr. aerYice •P to 5 P. M.
"We operate,011r owa plaat•
SPECAL MARSHALL COLLEGE SCRAPBOOK ···- n.1s

HONAKER, INC.
41&

NINTH

STR.EET

.-----===~~=============--1--==============================

Bi1 Sister Project1
Start,, At Lai'1er
To Help freshmen
1

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

Helping you jet there sooner!

Freshman women living in
Laidley Hall this year have the
distinction of having junior
women as Big Sisters.
The "Big Sister project" has
been a dream of Mrs. H. Clay
Warth, Laidley Hall housemother,
for several years. She put it
into effect this year for the first
time.
Carolyn Forre.n , Beckley, says,
''My big sister, Bonnie Semones,
Caretta, has introduced me to
several people and helped me
make new friends."
The plan is designed to help
freshmen women through the
difficult weeks of their first
year at college.
Gail Patton, Logan, says that
she enjoys just sitting and talking to her big sister, Judy Burns
of Hamlin.
Saundra Morgan, Beckley, reported that her big sister, Carol
Newman of Wayne, "has helped
me very much by boosting my
morale."
There are 19 freshmen women
living at Laidley and each of
them has been assigned a Big
Sister.

19 Pledge Sodetas
Nineteen women have pledged
Societas.
They are (freshman women unless designated):
L i n d a Adkins, Barboursville;
Sally Sue Blake, Charleston; Sandra Buckland, Huntington; Janet
Lee Carmichael, Ravenswood;
Rita Sue Carpenter, Ravenswood
senior; Ann Combs, Huntington;
Sandra Elizabeth Ervin, Huntington.
Ruth Grim, Letart; Karen Ann
H a n n a, Elizabeth sophomore;
Ann Honaker, Huntington; Mary
Hutton, Parkersburg; Brenda Lou
Kiser, Huntington; Jane Manby,
Huntington.
Maxine Lou McCoy, Huntington; Gloria Jean Moser, Huntington; Brenda Kaye Nash, Barboursville; Becky Rothgeb, Pt.
Pleasant; Loretta Jo Stepp,
Crum; and Joyce Ann Tooley,
Huntington.

You get your "welcome home" hug hours sooner-in today's jet age. And the jet age itself arrived here
sooner, thanks in part to a special oil developed by Essa Research. Every jet engine throughout the free
world grew up on it. And most pure jets fiying today still use it and it alone. ·For happy
homecomings or "happy motoring".. . ESSO RESEA RCH works wonders with oil.
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Resurredion Welcomed

Fraternities Sight, Sink IFC San;
Homecoming Parade 'Refloated'
By LINDA COOKE
Staff Reporter

DR. TOOLE
. . . 34 Y ears

PROFESSOR PITT
. . . 33 Y ears

I

PROFESSOR JABWNSKI
. . . 30 Yea rs

PROFESSOR GULLICKSON
. . . 29 Y 1mrs

This year homecoming w ill
once again come to life with
the appearance of floats in the
annual homecoming parade
scheduled Nov. 7.
Last year the Interfraternity
Council met, discussed and
voted not to have floats . The
reason •for such action by IFC
was due to financial difficulties. House decorat ions were
to be substituted .
IFC's action result~d in a
mock burial of homecoming,
staged •by two campus fraternities, w ith the support of several sororities.
On Thursday, Oct. 23, a rainy
mornlnr beflttlnr rraveyard
rites, homecomlnr for 1958 was
buried In style. The funeral
prQCesslon bepn shortly after
11 a.m. In front of the Sirma

Phi Epsilon house and proceded down Elm Street to the
front of the Student Union.
Pallbearers carried a dummy
si(llifyinr homecoming, while
mourners chanted a dirre
worded to heckle IFC.
The service was led by
Charles Cummings, Huntington
senior and a member of Sigma
P hi Epsilon fraternity. P allbearer s and bystanders mixed
tears with unhushed chuckles
during the ceremony.
There were approximately
200 m ourners participating in
the burial service. Mike Maroney, former Marshall student
and senior last year, was the
organizer of the event. Richard Milton was head pallbearer.
At this service, homecomlnr
was riven its final restlnr

place in front of the Student
Union. It was laid to rest with
the Inscription "Here lies
Homecominr, 1925-58. Floated
till it drowned."
But IFC has reversed its de cision of a year ago. The social fraternities and other organizations will build floats,
while sor orities and dormitory
r esidents will have house decorations. The Sig Eps, winner
of last year 's house decorations,
.w ill build the Queen's float.
Construction has been started on organizational floats.

The overall spirit for homecoming shoUld be ~nlivened
with the appearance of floats
in the parade, which ls the
first event that rets the ball
rolllnr for the bir weekend.

Do >ou Think for >ourse/f.P
·(THROW THESE QUESTIONS INTO THE POT AND SEE WHAT COOKS* )

17 Faculty Members Share
Total Of 507 Years Teaching
By SUSAN ATKINSON
Society Editor
F ive hundred an d seven years-this is the total number of
y ears that 17 faculty members have •b een teaching at Marshall.
All 17 faculty members have been here for 25 years or more.
H or ace Gresham Toole, professor of history, came to Marslrall
in 1925 from the Univer sity of P ennsylvania where he wa s a m ember of the f aculty. Dr. Toole holds an A.B. de gr ee from the Univ ersity of Indrana and an A .'M. and a Ph.D. from the University
of P ennsylvania.
In 1926 William Pare Pitt, study at the American A cademy
professor of journalism, came at Rome, Italy; University of
to Marshall from Glendale Col- Wisconsin, American School of
Jere in Cincinnati where he C lassical Studies in ~thens,
was director of publicity. Mr. Greece, and Vergillian School at
Pitt Is a rraduate of Muskln- C umae, Italy.
cum College and holds an
Rober t L . V. Britton , professor
M.S,J. derree from Columbia of geography, Otto Andrew GulUniversity.
lickson, professor physical eduLyell V. Doutha t, a ssistan t pro- cat ion, and Kenneth K . Loemker,
fessor of education, also cam e prof essor of psychology, came to
in 1926. He holds an M.A. de - Mar sha ll in 1930. Mr Britton
gree from Ohio Sta te University . holds an M .S. d egree from the
T,wo instructors joined the fac- Univer sity of Chicago and did
ulty in 1927-Charlotte E. ~rry- gra dua te study at the Univer sity
man, professor of physical ed uca- of Chicago and Ohio State Unit ion, and Roy C. W oods, profes- versity. Mr. Gullickson holds an
sor of education. Miss Berry- M.A . degree f rom Columbia Unim an holds an M.A . degree from versity and did graduate study
Columbia University a nd d id at the American University. Dr.
.g raduate study at the Un iversity Loemker h as his Ph.D. de gree
of Wisconsin and Columbia Uni- from the University of Chicago.
ve rsity. Dr. W oods received his
In 1931 Juan C . Fors, profesP h.D. degr ee i n 1927 from the sor af Spanish, Vir ginia E. Lee,
University of Iowa.
associate professor of journalism,
In 1929 four Instructors and Allen 0 . Ranson, professor
joined the faculty. They are: of speech, joined the faculty. Mr.
Joseph S. Jablonski, professor F orms r eceived h is Ph.D. in 1921
of art; Frederick A. Fitch, as- from Colego Nacional; his A.B.
sociate professor of physical in 1927 f rom Va lpa raiso Univereducation; Louise McDonourh, sity, and did graduate study at
associate professor of physical Washington State College and
education, and Lucy A. Whit- the Univer sity of Chicago.
Miss Lee holds her M.A. desel, professor of classical lanrree from Marshall and did
ruares. Mr. Jablonski holds
graduate study at the Univeran M.A. derree from Harvard
sity of Wisconsin, the UniverUniversity and did rraduate
sity of Minnesota, and the Unistudy at the Univ ersity of Cinversity of Cincinnati.
Mr.
cinnati Mr. Fitch holds an
Ranson holds an M.S. derree
M.A. derree from New York
from the University of WlsconUniversity and did &Taduate
son.
study at New York University
Ruth Robinson, professor of
and Florida State University.
Miss McDonou gh holds an M.A . physical education, and Robert
degree from C olumbia Univer- L. Beck, pr ofessor of philosophy,
sity and did g radua te study at came to Marsh all in 1932 and
Columbia University and the 1934, r espectively. Miss RobinState Univer sity of Iowa. Miss son holds a n M.A . de gree from
Whitsel holds her P h.D. degree Columba vniversity. Dr. Beck
from the University of Wiscon- received his Ph.D. in 1931 from
sin; she did her post-gradua te Cornell University.

If your studies led you to believe you could strike oil by
drilling a hole right in the middle of the campus, would you
(A} keep still about it so people wouldn't think you were
nuts? (B) sell stock in the proposition to all your friends?
(C) get an oil man interested in the idea, even if you had
to give him most of the profits?

" A watched pot never boils"
means (A) the man who
made such a statement
never watched a pot; (B)
if you don't want the stew
to boil over-watch it! (C)
you can't hurry things by
worrying about them.

AO B O

co

A

O

B

O

C

O

the cigarette with t he most advanced
filter design of t hem all . . . the one
cigarette with a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.

*I f you checked (B} in three out of four of
these questions, you're a pretty smart cooky
- but if you checked (C}, you think for
yourself!

If you saw a girl perched
up in a t ree reading a book,
would you say, (A) "T imber!" (B) "Is the light
better up there?" (C) "Will
t hat branch hold two?"

AO B O

co

Assuming cigarettes could
talk, would you listen to
(A) a filter cigarette that
talks only about its taste?
(B) a weak-tasting cigarette t hat talks about its
filter? (C) a filter cigarette
that lets its advanced filter
design and full taste speak
for themselves?

AO BO CO
Next time you light up, take a moment to
think about what you really want in your
filter cigarette. Most men and women who
think for t hemselves choose VICEROY,

The Man Who Thinks for Himself KnowsONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ••. A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
C>l 0~9, Drown Ii WUllamton. Tobacco Corp.
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Physical Ed. Building Taking Shape
UP ,UP, UP, seems to be the slogan for the m n working on the new Men's Physical Education
. Bu ilding. The brick work is to be com pleted w .thin the next six weeks, and the building is to
be under root by the first of next year.

Men's Physical Ed. Building
To Be Completed During '61
After six months work, the
new Men's Physical Education
Building is scheduled for completion in early 1961. Dewey
Owens, construction superintendent said the steel strike was
delaying completion of getting
the building under roof. He also
said the weather was another big
factor in completing the roof.
If weather permits, it should be
under roof by the first of next
year, if not they will have to
wait until spring to complete it.
The building when completed
will accommodate approximately
3,000 persons for a basketball
game.
Some of the home varsity
games will be played there with
the remainder being played at
Memorial Field House.
The ground floor of the structure will house an athletic
"plant," a fully equipped health
clinic, a laboratory, X-ray rooms,
a waiting room, and a lounge.
A doctor and nurse will be available at all times during the day.
The first floor of the building

will consist of 14 classrooms, offices of the athletic and physical
education departments, and a
gymnasium which contains three
cross courts for practice and the
regulation size college court.
· It will also house a swimming
pool with a seating capacity for
swim meets of 350.
The second floor is to include
an ROTC supply room, classrooms and auxiliary gymnasiums
for h andball, archery, badminton,
wrestling and tumbling.
A parking area to accommodate 40 spaces is planned to help
relieve the parking congestion
at games.
another new feature of the
building is the construction of a
special sewage system.
Approximately 70 men have
completed the swimming pool, the
concrete structure of the ground
floor and are now approximately
half way finished with the masonry work. Mr. Owens said the
brick work should be done within the next six weeks.

Muscles for Money Equal Education

Some Against
Honor System

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR works on new gym construction gang. Roy Adams, Delbarton sophomore, is workinr his
way through college on the salary of hod carrier.

The proposed honor system was
the subject of discussion at a
recent Student Senate meeting.
This followed a complete description of the workings of the honor
system by John Gunter, honor
system coordinator and St. Albans senior.
Dr. Donald Cox, faculty advisor
for the Student Government, introduced doubts concerning the
feasibility of the system. He
emphasized the importance of
student responsibility in reporting any violations of the honor
code and that student friendship
clouded the possibility of real
enforcement.
Bill Wortham, junior senator
from Huntington, mentioned he
had been urged by some people
on campus to stop enactment of
the system. Wortham declared
that c a m p u s sentiment was
against it.
• Challenging both charges Jnade
by Wortham and Dr. Cox, Gunter
replied that student consideration
of the problem of cheating was
an immediate concern.

Phys. Ed. Maior Builds Funds
While Constructing New Gym
By BONNIE JEAN NELSON
Staff Reporter
Not many physical education majors are so anxious to finish
school that they help the college ,b uild a new gym. This is just
the position. of Roy B. Adams, hod carrier at the new gym construction site.
Adams was discharged from hometown, Delbarton, is so near,
the Navy in 1958. Since his he decided to come to Marshall
for his college education. At the
HONORARY ELECTS AIDS
end of his freshman year, he
Newly elected pledge officers found himself short of funds. It
of Kappa Omicron Phi, Home was then that he began doing
Economics honorary, are: Allene construction work.
Ruddell, Gap Mills senior, PresiHe started in June of '59 at the
dent; Lou Young, Huntington Federal Building in downtown
senior, vice president; and Fer- Huntington, and after its complenia Shrewsbury, Beckley junior, tion worked on one of the new
secretary and treasruer.
·b uildings at the State Hospital.
-OPEN BOUSE SCHEDULED At present he is working on the
The women of Laidley Hall new gym with the hope that he
will hold open house Sunday will be ll'ble to return to Marfrom 3-5 p.m. All of the rooms shall for . the seco~d semester.
will 'be open for inspection by Adams said that his work was
faculty members, students and hard, but that the money, $2.65
interested persons.
an hour, was worth the energy.

College Theatre Will Present
First Production Wednesday
As the last 'brush of paint is splashed on the sets, College
Theatre gets ready for the opening of this season's first production.
"A Visit to a Small Planet," by
Gore Vidal, will open Wednesday
The cast includes Charles Cumat 8:15 p. m. in old Main audi- mings, Huntington senior, as Gen.
torium. The three-act comedy, Tom Powers; Rule Johnson, Ironunder the direction of Clayton ton sophomore, as Kreton; David
Page, head of College Theatre, Todd, Kenova junior, as Roger
will run for three nights.
Spelding; Betsy Rucker, ClarksIn keeping with the space age, burg sophomore, as Reba, his
the play concerns a man from wife; Di Anne Wix, Parkersburg
outer space. What would you do freshman, as Ellen, the Spelding's
if a flying saucer lande'1 in your daughter; Jack Walls, Man senior,
yard? That's what ·happens to the as Conrad Mayberry; Joe Hughes,
family of Roger Spelding, a fam- Moundsville freshman, as Gen.
ous TV news analyst, who has Powers' aide; and Dick Pauley,
just told his listeners that there Huntington junior, as Delton
Four.
"just ain't no sech animal."
Student director of production
BLOOD DONORS SOUGHT
is Judy Pauley, West Hamlin
Blood donations will be taken junior. In charge of sound efat the Blood Center at 724 10th fects is Brian Bobbes, Wheeling
Avenue next week and will count junior. The sets were built by
in the all-campus blood drive, the play production class under
announced Conrad Smith, Hunt- the direction of James A. Mcington junior and co-ordinator of Cubbin, assistant professor of
speech. 1
the Blood Drive.
Students will be admitted to
Reservations can be made for
!Monday, Wednesday and Friday the auditorium by presenting
afternoons, and permissi-on slips their activity cards and tickets
can be picked up at the Dean of may be purchased at the door for
Men's Office.
60 cents.

Scenery fer 'Small Planet'
MEMBERS OF THE PLAY PRODUCTION class are shown as they put the last touches on the
scenery for "A Visit t o a Small Planet," whic 1 opens Wednesday in Old Main Auditorium.

'
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High School Grads College-Bound? If Homecoming's A Success,
West Virginia Ranks Below Average 1~!~!.~.~~~.!~!~,~,!!~:!..~?!~mecom
,..

The small percentage of West
Virginia high school graduates
going to college, and a program
to co-ordinate English, science
and mathematics instruction were
two of the subjects aired this
week at the West Virginia Association of Academic Deans.
Dean John Frank Bartlett of
the College of Arts and Sciences
urged an installment plan as the
"only" solution to the cost of
going to college.
Dean Daniel Banks Wilburn of
Teachers College, who is chairman of a subcommittee studying
the problem, said a bulletin
would be prepared next Spring
and sent to all West Virginia
high school principals and teachers of mathematics, science and
English.
Purpose of the bulletin would
be to inform high school instructors and students about what is
expected of a student when he
enters college.
The effort to make the high
school-to-college transition less
bumpy stems from the substandard work done by a number of
high school graduates in collegelevel English, mathematics and
science courses, Dean Wilburn
said.
Statistics published in the West
Virginia Educational B u 11 et i n
(July, August, 1958) were cited
by Dean Bartlett in his talk before the association.
Based on 1957 figures, here are
the number of West Virginia high
school graduates going to college
(by counties): Cabell, 43.81 per
cent; Berkeley, 34.66;; Gilmer,
34.04; Harrison, 30.61; Jefferson,
33.33; Kanawha, 30.64; Marion,
30.64; Marion, 30.43; Monongalia,
36. 79, and Randolph 32.82.
Couonties with the lowest percentages were: Clay, 14.48; Doddridge, 13.75; Hampshire, 14.08;
Lincoln, 10.19; Logan, 14.44; Marshall, 13.95; Morgan, 14.28; Pendleton, 14.56, and Wirt, 10.16.
Overall, 25.03 per cent of the
high school graduates went to
college; 79.97 per cent of this
group: went to colleges in West
Virginia, and the r emaining 20.02
per cent to colleges outside the

College Enrollments" showed the
average for 1957 was 19.8 per
cent.
" I suspect that two factors are
almost solely responsible for the
small percentage of high school
graduates going to college in
West Virginia," Dean Bartlett
said.
"One is the lack of educational
consciousness' in West Virginia.
Coupled with this, or possibly a
part of it, is the lure of the quick
buck.
Employment has been
govd, wages are relatively high
and a job in hand with a fairly
certain income, has a greater
appeal than four years in college.
"Possibly the high school graduate does not know that as a
statistic his lifetime earning power will be increased $100,000 by
four years of college education."
The second factor pointed by
Dean Bartlett, and "the most important one" is the cost of a college education.
"Incomes in West Virginia are
below the national average. The

so-called middle class segment of
the population is not large and
it is generally this segment that
furnishes mu\:h of our college
population. I hear parents talk
of spending $1,500 to $2,500 per
year to keep a son or a daughter
in college. If those figures are
accurate, it is easy to see why
so few are in college."
The dean then urged a college
education purchased on the "installment plan."
The lending agency, he said,
would have to be an agency of
the state. It would have to be
arranged so that the one who
uses the money could go to the
school of his choice so long as
it was in the state.
"I can see no r eason wby some
such plan could not be put into
action. The details surrounding
it are many but they are not
insuperable. Such a plan is being
operated by one private school
and with great success."
The school referred to is Grinnell College in Iowa.

events, elections and publicity is the work of the Homecoming
Commission.
Richard Newrow, Weir ton junior, heads the commission.
Mary Mott Mossman, Huntington junior, is chairman of the ior , is in charge of publicity.
Queens Commission.
Bruce Moss, St. Albans senior,
Bobby Nelson, Whitesville jun- and Jim Mosko, Kimball junior,
are the parade marshals.
Steve Bias, Huntington senior,
is in charge of the alumni tours
commission.
David Haden, Huntington senior, is chairman of the tickets
ccmmission.
Heading the trophies and
judges commission is Jeanne
Pitts, Huntington junior.
The dance commissioner is
Vern Scandola, Weirton junior.
CLUB MEETING SET

RICHARD NEDROW
Homecoming Director

The'Home Economics Club will
have its r egular business meeting
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Northcott
114. Pictures will be taken for
the Chief Justice.

VISIT ANGEL'S NEW SPORTS WEAR SHOPS
,,

,

state.

The nation's average in 1957'
was 32.9 per cent, according to
Dean Bartlett. He also noted that
West Virginia's best counties
were not much above the national
average.

Another study on "Projected

I

-

·1

Victory Ball
First One Held
"Victory Ball" was the title
given the first Homecoming
dance, back in November, 1927.
The dance was .given this name
·b y the American Business Club,
which sponsored it.
According to ,t he Nov. 24, 1927
issue of The Parthenon, there
were two dances held. The first
being the night 1before the
Thanksgiving Day football game
with the West Virginia Wesleyan Bobcats, and the second
the night following the game.
The dance the night before the
1ball game was held at the Vanity
Fair Ballroom, from 9:30 p.m.
until 1:30 a.m.
The dance following the game
was held in the gymnasium, and
was sort of a homecoming dance
for 'both Marshall and West Virginia Wesleyan, since there were
people from Wesleyan in town
for a convention.

TWO NEW SPORTSWEAR SHOPS
Men's Shop 1st Floor - Women's 2nd Floor
College men and w omen who think well of themselves think of their clothes. They wan t the neat
tradition of fashion, correct colors, good fabrics
and tailoring of quality. We have the complete
knowledge of your taste and are ready now with
the smart course of fashion for Marshall men
and w omen.

OPEN AN ANGEL'S CHARGE OR BUDGET ACCOUNT

II
\
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Prof~ Baxter Initiated Artists Series In 1936
By LINDSAY SMITH
Staff Reporter
In the fall of 1936, as Marshall
College was approaching its 100th
anniversary, the Artists Series
had its beginning.
The man responsible then and
now is Curtis Baxter, manager
of the series. The purpose is to
present a series of concerts and
entertainment in the college auditorium in an effort to attr act
townspeople to the campus and
get them better acqua inted with
the college.
This basic plan succeeded so
well and the events were so
well attended that . it was decide d to centinue the series as
an annual event. Marshall's
Artists Series has had the honor of already having enjoyed
the longest run of any concert
series ever presented in Huntington.
During the first year, the series
presented Rear Admiral Richard
E. Byrd, the famed explorer and
author. Because of the timeliness
of the appearance of Admiral
Byrd, who had recently returned
from a polar expedition, both
matinee and e vening performances were given . A film of the
expedition was presented, and
children w er e dismissed from
schools so that they might attend
the afternoon p erformance.
In addition to Adm iral Byrd,
The Kedroff Quartett; Mar garet
Speaks, soprano; The Miriam
Winslow Dance rs; and the world
famous Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo.
The Ballet Russe arrived soon
after the flood of 1937. Mr.
Baxter r ecalls meeting the manager of the company at the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad S tation
and driving him in his car to
the hotel over streets and avenues
still showing effects of the high
water. Both Mr. Baxter and the
Artists Series manager wondered

if people, busy w ith flood damage
r ebuilding would take time to
come and see the show. They
did!
The second season of the Ar tists
Series featured such attractions
as Cornelia Otis Skinner ; the
Mercado Mexican Tipica Orchestra; the comed y, "Boy Meets
Girl," presented by the F ederal
Theatre Projetct of Cincinnati
and Richard Halliburton, noted
traveler and author.
Two major changes were
made during the third year of
the series. The series moved
to the city auditorium for better accommodations so the
management could book large
companies and orchestras that
the college stage could not accommodate. The growing interest In the series has created
a need for larger seating capacity than was available in
Old Main.
During this year too, the single
admision policy was dropped and
the su bscription plan adopted,
which is still in ef efct today.
Mrs. Will Mount became secretary, and later secretary-treasurer dur ing t his year.
The original committee In
charge of th~ series was composed of Mr. Baxter, Mrs. W.
A. Mudge, Mrs. Louise Haworth, Professor Earl Brown,
Dr. Howard Taylor and Dr.
Conley H. Dillon. Mr. Baxter
is the only member of the original committee still serving-.
Mrs. Mount has been a member of the board since 193839, a Job she still fills with enthusiasm ond interest.
The Marshall College Artists
Series t oday is unique because it
is supported entirely by subscription sales and tuition fees. There
are no ptarons. The series is
among activities covered in the
activity card issued to Marshall
College students. Huntington res-

idents may either purchase season
memberships or single admission
tickets to events they desire to
attend.
In comparing a typical Marshall series with similar offerings
in another city, it is readily appa rent the local patrons of these
cultural programs get more for
the money than do residents of
other cities. Season memberships
to the Marshall series sell for
conside rably less than they do
in\ most other places.
The season of 1939-40 marked
the year the Artists Series
really came lnt-0 its own. The
program included Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, then- the first
lady of the land; Burton
Holmes, "America's Foremost
Traveler"; Will Durant, "America's Most fopular Philosopher,'' and Albert Spaulding,
"America's Greatest Violinist."
Also on th eserles were Susanne Fisher and Clifford
Menz, and Professor William
Lyon Phelps, dean of American letters.
After about five years in the
City Hall, t he programs were
moved to the ·K eith-Albee where
they have been ever since.
Fourteen y ears ago the program
was expanded to include not
only the Artists Series held in
the K eith-Albee Theatre, b4,t also
the college-sponsored Community
F orum Series featuring noted
authorities in science, r eligion,
politics, arts, and many other
subjects. An average of 12 forum
programs are presented annually
in Old Main aut ditorium.
Season memberships in the forum series are sold to the public,
and Marshall students are admitted by pr esenting their student activity cards.
Also ·under Mr. Baxter's supervision is the Marshall Convocation Series, which brings to the
college famed speakers and art-

ists who present programs in the
college auditorium.
The Artists Series a ttractions
have been many in these years
since its begining. Many famous
names are immediately recogn izable, such -as Charles Laughton,
J ose Iturbi, Edward G. Robinson,
Sir Cedric Harwicke, the late
Ty rone P ower , Raymond Massey,
Alec Templeton, James Me lton,
Victor ia de los Angeles, Victor
Borge, and many others.
The Artists Series has presented famou s orchestras, brilliant stage plays, suberb singing
groups, and many n oted personalities.
Both Mr. Baxter and Mrs.
Mount have done a great deal
more than their share In promoting cultural events here In
Huntington.
Although Mr.
Baxter carrier a lighter teachIng load than most other teachers at the college in order to
devote more time to the series,
he still gives many overtime
hours to the job in his successful attempts to bring culture
to Huntington with a minimum
of expense.
Since its begining, the Marshall College Artists Series,
Forum Series, and Convocation
Series, all under the direct supervision of Mr. Baxter , have been
s uccessful year after year beca use of careful planning and devoted interest t o the college and
to the community.
INTERVIEWS SET
K a rl Thielscher of Procter and
Gamble Company will be inter viewing students in all fields
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m .
Students may sign up for an
interview at the Placement Office.

CURTIS BAXTER
. . . M anager of Seri es

Homecoming Expenses
Announced By Nedrow
This y ear's h omecoming budget
is $3,200, according to Richard
Nedrow, homecoming co-ordinator .
Some of t he homecomtng expenses include $2,900 for the
homecoming dance, with $2,500
for the band and $400 for the
use of the i ield house.
Another expense is the trophies for the q ueen and her attendants, f loats, h ouse decorations, and the queen's float,
w hich will be built this year by
Sigma P hi Epsilon fraternity.
T otal cost for the trophies is
$160.
The amount spent by each fraternity on its float cannot exceed $200.
Wome n's dormitories and sorority house decorations cannot
exceed 150 each.

- Salem'lspecialHigh Porosity pa;;· f7
...

"Air-Softens" every pufPf;,
,-:::?:::...

Invisible porous openin gs blend fresh air with each
p uff for a mi lder, cooler, mor e r efreshing smoke.

Salem r esear ch cr eates a r evolutiona r y new cigar ette
paper t hat m akes Salem taste more Springtim e-fresh
tha n ever ! R ich er , too. Sm oke r efreshed .. . smoke Salem.

~ ~~•'• •M

•.
if

,

/

menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

NO~::::EH Salem refreshes your taste
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Intramural Gridiron Playoffs In Full Swing
Intra mural football playoffs
are quickly drawing to a close
with -the championsh ip tussle
scheduled for early next week.
Three runes were played
last week with Si(Jl1a Phi EpsUon No. 2 nippinr Sir-Ep No.
-, 13-'7; Teke No. 1 rollinr past
the Red Devils, 19-6; and Pike
No. 1 racking up a 26-0 vietory over Guyandotte Tech.
The Sig-Ep No. 2 team, behind
the passing and running talents
of Mike J ames, rambled to a
close decision over the No. 1 team
of the same fraternity.
James tucked in a kick-off
in the first quarter and scampered 80 yards for a touchdown. The No. 1 team also
scored in the first period.
Barry Keadle tossed a fiveyard pass to Paul Meredith for
the No. 1 team's only touchdown. The extra point was
added when Keadle completed
a pass to Ken Jones, (ivinr the
No. 1 team a '7-6 lead at the
end of the first period.
The No. 2 team scored in the
third period with seven points.
James scampered 30 yards for
this TD and then •tossed to Gary
Underwood for the extra point

quarter score.
Drew Summers intercepted
a lateral pass in the end zone
to give the Tekes a 6-0 lead.
The extra point was converted
when Bob O'Conner threw to
B-,rr:v Myers. Scorinc- apin in
the first ouarter, the Tekes
O'Conner threw to Summers
for a completed two-yard pas..
and a TD.
The Red Devils r etaliated in
the third quarter with a touchdown of their own when Ed
Rider intercepted a pass and
scampered 25 yards f or the score.
The Tekes' final tally came in
the third period. O'Conner returned a kickoff, rambling some
60 yards for the touchdown.
Scoring once in every quarter,
the Pikes turned in the highest
scori ng performance of the week
when they defeated Guyandotte
T ech, 26-0.
Carl Little hurled a pass to
Maxie Lewis for the first TD.
Little and Lewis teamed up for
the second touchdown, and
then in the third quarter, Fred
Conley ran five yards for the
Pikes' third TD.
Conley threw to Hensley for
the extra point to give the Pikes
a 20-0 lead. The Pikes' final
and a 13-7 victory.
score came when Brook s Adkins
The Tekes' 19-7 victory over threw to Lewis who, in turn,
the Red Devils came on two firs t tossed to Richard Shoemate, reperiod touchdowns and a third- sulting in a 70-yard gain.

Bolshoi Dancers Rehearsing ?
THIS TERPSICHOREAN CAVORTING is In reality a bit of Intramural football action. This
play, a combination of rock-n-roll, ballet, and the minuet, took place In the SirEp-SAE pme.

History Shows Big Green Gridders Plebe Game Toda,
Have Tangled With Big Name Teams
By WILLIAM TOW
Sports Writer
Ever since 1898 - the first
year the Big Green used a pigskin - the team has met many
great opponents such as Army,
West Virgin ia University,
Washington and Lee, and so on
down the line.
The lflrst year that the
team met an outstandlnr opponent was In 1905 when the
Wildcats of Kentucky won
53-0. Next year, the squad
played Georretown Team In
the first of 11 rames. Marshall won 10-0. In the second
pme In 190'7, Marshall apln
beat Georretown 11-5.
Time passed and 1911 came
and so did our first of four
games with the Mountaineers
at Morgantown. The men from
upstate won that one 17-15.
The following year the squad
met Kentucky and again lost
13-6. 1913, the gridders played
Virginia T ech and Tech won
47-0.
The war came to the w orld
and WVU, Washington and Lee,
and Virginia T ech invaded
Marshall's schedule. The Mountaineers won 20-0, Washington
and Lee won 34-0 and Virginia Tech triumphed 53-6. In
1915 the team played Washing~
ton and Lee again and the
Big Green lost by 27-0 score.
The game against the upstaters
from Mot1ga ntown turned into
a rout as the Mountaineers won
92-6.
The war was still on when
Marshall swamped the Kentucky Wildcats 101-0 - the
hirhest score ever made by
our team. A year later
Georretown won Its on I y
rame over the Bi&' Green
33-0.
Four years passed. The U.S.
Army returned. from overseas,
victorious. The U.S. Military
Academy - the Black Knights
of the Hudson - b eat Marshall
40-0. K entuck y also defeated
the Big Green gridder s 13-0.
The "Roaring Twenties" came

upon us and we celebrated the
jazz era as ,we 'beat Georgetown 7-0. Ail'Other New Year's
Eve ushered in 1922. K entucky
,,again topped Marshall 16-0.
Georgetown lost to us 30-0.
The year ts 1923 and araln
we met the boys from Kentucky and Morgantown. The
Wildcats won 41-0 and the
Mounties were tn by a landslide 81-0.
Five years ro by and we
met the team from William
and Mary with the score ending in a scoreless tie. People
were havinr fun and the jazz
bands were the rare. The
Penn State Nittany L i o n s
plays Marshall and triumphs
26-0., following with a 65-0
victory the followtnr year.
The depression came and 1931
witnesssed a Marshall loss to
W ashing'ton and J e f f e r s o n
19-0. Nex-t year Western Maryland and Marshall played to a
13 - 13 deadlock. Georgetown
lost 7-0 as they did again in
1933, 32-0.
Another four years goes by
and F. D. R. is serving his sec!
ond term. The Big Green overwhelms Georgetown 90-0. As
the year faded away into 1938,
we played Furman and lost
18-13.
The second war of the century threatened Europe aQd
Marshall p I a y e d Virrinia
Tech and Wake Forest. The
Herd won the first 20-0 and
lost to Wake Forest 31-13.
Men were belnr trained with
wooden rlfies as we apln

F:~~~.:~:~~:.~ !'!.'!!~,-,~~~~~~.,m,.
5
,.

break a two game losing streak 8-0, and is a team that can go
played Virrinia T e c h and
this afternoon when they play places." In discussing the team,
Wake Forest. Araln we beat
Tech 13-'7, but lost to Wake
the gridders of Xavier Univer- Coach Jones said, ''The team has
Forest 31-19.
sity.
shown definite improvement and
During the 1942 season, Wake
Winless in two starts, the Lit- has learned a lot from the-varsity
Forest fell to Marshall 16-6.
tle Green dropped a 14--6 decision during our practices with them."
The war in the Pacific wasn't
•t o Cincinnati and a 34-0 game to
progressing too well for us and a strong Ohio University squad.
starting for the Little Green
every'body was saving tinfoil
squad this afternoon will be: At
a n d fat. Bradley dropped a
Pertaining to injuries, th e left end, either Denny Skeens or
13-7 game to Marshall. Along -squad this year has been lucky
came 1947 and so did an invi- as Bob Hamlin, quarteroack, George Mills; left tackle, Ron
tation to play in the Tangerine earlier this season sustained a Painter; left guard, Sonny Pierce;
Bowl in Orlando, Fla. Mar- bruised side and was out only for aL center will be Robert Maxshall's record that year was only a week. However, quarter- well; right guard, Roger Jeffer9-3. Before the bowl game, In- back John Griffin, who earlier son; right tackle, Le'n Rice; and
diana State whipped the Big this week broke his hand, will
Green 33-0, and Bradley was be out for the rest of the season. right e nd' Sandy Miller. In the
backfield will be Bob Hamlin at
scalped 33-19. In the TangeCoach Jones said "We ce'rtain- quarterback; right half, Millard
rine Bowl, the Big Green lost
a hard fought game to Ca4awba ly need this win and promise to Fleming; fullback, Dave Boston;
give Xavier a better and stronger
of North Carolina 7-0.
and at left half, either Jim Evans
Vanderbilt whipped the fight than we did Ohio U." He
or Jasper Wright.
continued,
"Xavier
this
year
lost
Thundering Herd 56-0 in the
year Dewey was supposed to
win. They also won in 1949,
27-6.
The Fifties arrived and we
fell before Virginia Tech in
1952 and 1953 by 19-14 and 7-0
scores. Bowling Green played
. . . . IUITINtll, wat "·
Marshall for the first time and
lost 26-19 in 1954.
~D-SUMMERCOMFORT WITH OUR

These are only a few of the
rridiron rreats that Marshall
teams have encountered in
its 61-year history In the football wars.
As In the past, the future
also looks equally as brirht
In rep~ to meeting new and
m ore prominent football
teams.

OHIO VALLEY BUS COMPANY
Safe, Fast and Convenient
Wherever You Go-Go Ohio Valley

CALL HAMILTON 9-1341

EXCLUSIVE ELECTRIC IN-CAR HEATERS

SUNDAY thru WEDNESDAY!
One Complete Show ~tarting at 7:00 P. M.
LAST TEAR"S NO. 1 IIEST•SELll!R. THIS Yl!AR"S (WI! HOPI!) NO. 1 MOTION PICTURE.

JAMES STEWART
LEE REMICK
BEN:GAZZARA
I

EVE ARDEN
KATHRYN GRANT
and JOSEPH N. WELCH as Judge Weaver

PLUS! TECHNICOLOR

PAT WAYNE IN

"THE YOUNG LAND"
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Appear In Last Home Game

MARSHALL'S BIG GREEN, under the direction of Coach Charlie Snyder, will
battle the Ohio University Bobcats In the annual Homecomlnr rame. Nine

"

seniors on the squad will see their last home ram.e action. The Blr Green,
with a 1-6 record, will be out to break lts Junx of five stratrht home pme losses.

Large T urnoul: Expected

Big Green Entertains Tough Bobcats
P laying its last home game of
the season Marshall's Big Green
will try to break its winless
streak of three straight games.
A gain the Big Green squad will
go into the game in the role of
underdog. The strong Ohio Univei:sity Bobcats have lost only one
game this year in compiling a
5-1 record. In the latest MAC
ratings the Bobcats were ranked
number two.

Feared as a strong defensive
team, Ohio U. has permitted its
opponents to score 59 points in its
six games. This defensive statistic is tops for Mid-American
teams.
The Marshall-Ohio rivalry dates
back to 1905, the first year the
teams played. The Big Green
won that game 6-5. The Bobcats
lead in series wins with 11, while
Marshall has won 4 games from

the 'Cats. Six games have ended
in ties.
There has been some concern
in the Ohio U. camp over injuries
to valuable backfield men. This
could be a definite disadvantage
to the Bobcats for their ground
attack has been their main offensive weapon this season.
Marshall's sleight-of-hand artist,Jim Maddox is in the fifth spot
in the passing department and is

also tied for ninth place among
the scoring leaders.
Big Green fullback Bob Wilson,
rated third by MAC statistics, is
averaging 38 yards per punt. Bob
Lester, Marshall halfback, occupies the eighth position in conference pass receiving.
The Big Green grid squad
should be at comparatively full
strength for Saturday afternoon's
clash. Halfback Dick Thomas,

injured in the Louisville contest.
will be ready for the Homecoming game, according to Coach
Charlie Snyder.
The probable starting lineup
against the Bobcats will be: Ends:
Jarrett, Nardo or Michel; Tackles:
O'Conner, Stull; Guards: Lathan,
Jarrell; Center: Reed; Quarterback: Maddox; Halfbacks: Hill,
Ballengee; Fullback: Wilson.

Person To Person

Coach Discusses Grid Fine Points

'

CHAR.LIE SNYDER
. . . Grid Coach

You're a college football coach .
Your name is Charlie Snyder.
At this moment you are in your
office, sitting behind a small,
plain desk answering questions
put to you by The Parthenon
sports editor.
He has just finished askln,:
your opinion of free substitution.
You scratch your head and
then you tell him, "Personally
I'm in favor of unlimited substitution because it ,:Ives the
coach the opportunity to correct any offensive or defensive
weak spots immediately.
"When a coach has free substitution he can capital(ze on
ohe mistake made by the opponents and in our learue it only
takes one mistake."
Again you pause to collect your
thoughts. Then you bring up
your two strongest arguments in
favor of two platoon football.
"Free substitution is used by
both high school and pro teams
a nd it's hard for a player fresh
out of high school to adjust. Particularly one who is weak on
defensive play, because that one
player could lose a ball game
for you. Also, as I said before,
it gives the coach the chance to
take advantage of any breaks
quickly and to keep h is players
rested so as to prevent many injuries."
Finished with the first ques-

is becom,ing a science; a science
tlon, you lean back and wait
where detail is emphasized."
for the next one. How do you
A,:a.in you stop, but as an
feel about the new point after
afterthourht you say, " I mlrht
touchdown scorlnr system?
add that the secret to recruitHesitating for a moment, you
ing ls to have a winnlnr team."
say, "Well, It means a ,:amble.
After rechecking your comYou can take more chances to
ments the reporter thanks you
try and win a game."
How might it affect the rame . for your time and cooperation
of football ltsell? "Of course . and then hurries off.
With the question and answer
It'll add spectator interest If
we could win by the two points session over you try to take your
mind off football; off the hours
we would ,:Ive it a try."
Next question. "Do you think you spend each day trying to
professional football hurts college mold a winning team. You try
football, either in attendance or to get away from the football
style of play?" This one requires movies, play charts and endless
some thought, then you reply, conferences; but you can't. You
"I think pro ball is a definite in- can't afford the luxury of ordincent ive to college players. As ary pastimes because you must
for style, it doesn't affect us at devote your complete attention
all. I use the system I think to your job. You're one of a
suits our team best." How about
devoted breed. You're Charlie
attendance?
Again you comment, "Most pro Snyder and you're a college footgames are played on Sunday so ball coach.
I don't think it hurts college attendance."
PROFESSOR AT PARLEY
The next subject ls very
Cleo Margaret Gray, associate
timely. Recruitlnr. How important ls recruitln,: to a col- professor of Home Economics, atIere football team? Immedi- tended a meeting of the West
ately you answer, "Recruiting Virginia Nutrition Council in
is the secret of any successful
Parkersburg yesterday.
The
college team. You have to
have good players to win speaker, Dr. Donald Whedon,
of
games and to ,:et them you Chief National Institute
have to compete with other Health, Bethesda, Md., spoke on
colleges." Hesitating for a sec- "The Significance of the Calcium
ond then: "Football nowadays Intake in Osteoporosis."

'
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Unsung J-/eroes

•

Behind:.. The-Scenes Job· Valuable
By WILLIAM TOW

Sports Writer
Towels, .check, helmet, check.
This ch eck list takes place every
day of the football season as the
managers receive equipment from
the players. The equipment manager is one of eight managers
that help outfit the team.
Coach Forr est "Spike" Underwood is the one who picks the
boys who are eligible for managership, however C h a r 1 e s
Chauncey, senior from Ripley, is
the head manager and takes all
orders from Coach Underwood
and then directs them to the
other managers. The managerial
staff consists of Head Manager,
Freshman Manager, Field Manage r, Timekeeper, two assis tant
trainers and an equipment manager, and a Dressing Room manager.
Each manarer his his own
specUic duty but works al~nr
with the other aides when
needed.
The chief manarer is In
charre of the staff and makes
certain that everythlnr Is runnlnr smoothly and that It the
players need anythlnr they ret
It from him.
The fresman manarer, Joe
Van Fausslen, Hamlin Junior,
handles all the needs of the
plebe ball club and works
hand In hand with the head
manarer.
The field manager, Marion
"Lefty" Mahjer, Huntington sen-

JIM MADDOX
. . Field General

ior, makes sure that the practice
field is in good shape that it is
chalked off, that it is in good
playing condition and that all the
necessary equipment is on the
field prior to practice.
The
eq~ipment needed at'. the field includes: tackling dummies, pract ice jerseys, extra pads, both
shoulder ana hip pads, in ca~
of rips and tears. Mahjer and
his assistant, Toddy Fugate, Milton junior, find very little free
time during the season and at
practice sessions.
The timekeeper, Don Peters,
senior from Moorefield, keeps
time :it all practice sessions and
blows the whistle when It Is
time for the coaches to switch
from one ' rroup to another or
when it Is time to stop practice.
Harry Unde rwood, sophomore

Nine Gridders
In Final Home
Appearance
The Homecoming game with
Ohio University tomorrow afternoon will be the last home game
for nine senior members of the
Big Green football squad.
Co-captains for this year's
t eam are Jim O'Conner, 6-3, 240pound r ight tackle from Huntington, and Jim Maddox, 5-10,
170-pound quarterback from Barboursville.
O'Connor was a draft choice
for the Chicago Cardinals after
his sophomore season. Both cocaptains have two varsity football letters apiece.
The only other senior with two
letters is Robert Wilson, 5-11,
185-pound fullback from Pomeroy, Ohio.
Members with one varsity lett ers are: Dewey Ballengee, 5-11,
185-pound left half from Charleston; Bill Gillespie, 5-10, 198pound left guard from Huntingt on; Bob Lester, 5-8, 160-pound
right half from Huntington.
Other one lettermen are: David
Stull, 6-0, 215-pound right tackle
from Nitro; and Don Trimboli,
5-11, 190-pound center from Huntington.
The only non-letterman is
Buddy James, 5-10, 188-pound left
guard from Parkersburg.

,from Ba11boursville, is the dress- members of the t eam. The equiping room manager and his job is ment in the training room is unto make sure that all the equip- der their care and they are rement is placed in their respective sponsible for it. Along with
places and that the dressing room Prelaz they give rubdowns, take
is kept neat and clean all the care of charley horses, etc.
time.
All the · boys are in school
The equipment manarer, Bill
on scholarships. Some of the
Fish, Huntlnrton Junior, makes
manaa-ers are men who came
sure that\all the equipment is
as athletes but injuries forced
kept clean and In rood playlnr
them from playlnr Into manaorder. He also issues all equiprerlal positions. Coach Underment and makes sures that no
wood _ picks them and when
one rets equipment without
making his choice he looks for
first taming In old equipment
honesty and trustworthiness,
such as cleats, uniforms and
then he discusses his choice
towels. Be also works with
with Coach Charles Snyder.
the dressinr room manager as
The men work daily from 2:00
they keep the dressinr room
and equipment In rood shape. until the last man leaves the
He roes to all practices and dressing room, which is often
cleans cleats and repairs uni- 7:00 P.M. The managers come
in on Sunday and straighten the
forms when needed.
equipment, sort and count towels,
The tiwo assistant trainers who get them ready along with the
work with Coach Ed Prelaz are dirty uniforms and send them to
sophomores Jerry Meadows, of the cleaners. To get clean and
Huntington and Phil Harris of new equipment the players must
return a dirty towel or shirt,
Parcoal. These men stay in the etc. All of the equipment is kept
dressing rooms and give all nec- locked up. All wornout material
essary physical aid to injured is destroyed.

I WONDER WHAT HAPPENED to the other hip pad says
Barry
Underwood
as
he
straightens up the Varsity
dressing room after the squad
has gone to practice.

We SALUTE
''HOMECOMING''

For the fine tradition of character and h igh principles t hat
Marshall College has won in the community and throughout
our nation .. . and to t he continued growth and progress
it richly deserves .

DUNHILL'S has kept pace with the growth of Marshall
through constant expansion . . . and now offers a complete
n ew depart men t on our enla r ged Mezzan ine to ser ve ever y
n eed of t he young man on campus or car eer . . . for t he
s tuden t . . . faculty or business m an . .

,

·-

TONY

*

THELMA

RANDAi!- * RITTE.ll
JIM O'CONNER
. .• Senior Captain

- NICK ADAMS • MARCEL DALIO • JULIA MEADE
C t N EMIISCOPE

uc..E~ C0£0R.

-

Oath• Me•-.at••

A Complete Selection of Clothing and Furnishings
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Did 'GrandmCJ Ever Say This To You?
By CAROL NEWMAN
Staff Reporter
"Music is played to listen to,
not to wiggle to."
"You cannot put love in a
frying pan and get bacon and
eggs."
"Chickens, not ladies, have
an excuse for showing their
bare legs in public."
Here are some proverbs, old
fashioned sayings, and sage advice given by Marshall students
in a recent poll, reflected in
the many utterances attributed
to "grandma."
In regard to chewing gum,
Andra Harris, Ashland, Ky.,
sophomore, said, "My Grandma

Franklin told me that the only
females who chew in public are
cows."
"Good looks help attract attention, but after the first five
minutes you're on your own,"
said Judy Stevens', Belle junior,
Grandma Windsor.
Grandma Oliver told Van
Duncan, Huntington senior, "always keep your temper because
no one else wants it." She also
said, "learn something about
everything a n d everything
about something; the more you
know, the farther you are from
being a fool."
"When your sweetheart buys
you pearls, he brings tears,"

Grandma Radcliff told Linda
Parker, Williamson senior.
Grandma Parker related to
Jean Parker, Huntington senior,
"that the only females who had
a good excuse for showing their
bare legs in public were chickens."
Charlean Price Owens, Huntington junior, who incidentally
is married, said her grandmother Lilly told her "marriage
is something you don't know
anything about until you've
tried it, and after you've tried
it, it's too late."
One of Bruce Spade's, Rainelle freshman, grdanma's favorite definitions is, "a wolf is a

man of single purpose and
double talk."
The expression, "you cannot
put love in a frying pan and
get bacQn and eggs" comes
from Pbyllis Cooley's, Ashland,
Ky. senior, Grandma Moore.
Phyllis also said that her
Grandma told her that a girl
and boy should not hold hands
in public until they are engaged.
"Never wink in public unless
you have something in your
eye, because you will only end
up with too many 'I' doctors
with the wrong cures," was the
advice that Grandma Abels
gave Frankie Abels, Ravens-

/-/ere Are Fashions
Students Will Wear
During l-lomecoming

Students Give Views
On Van Doren Case
By SUSAN ATKINSON
Society Editor
Marshall students do not feel that the Van Doren case will
affect their relationship with their instructors.
In a poll conducted by the Parthenon, students were asked if
this case would affect their feeling toward their professors or
their confidence in them. The majority of the students replied
that the character of all professors cannot be based on the action
of one.
Pat Huggins, Kenova junior,
said "No. Just because one memprofession will follow suit," said
ber of a group is weak doesn't
mean that all members of that Saund ra Morgan, Beckley freshparticular group also are weak." man.

• • •

• •

wood sophomore.
Carol Reynolds, Huntington
senior, reported that her paternal grandmother said, "music
is played to listen to, J\Ot to
wiggle to."
Elizabth Paul, South Point,
Ohio senior, reported her
Grandma Vohaver to say, "it's
better to burp and bear the
shame, than not to burp at all
and bear the pain."
"Once the day is started, it's
gone," grandma told Sandy
Burnette, Beckley senior.
One grandma who wished to
remain anonymous said "girls
are hot-headed enough without
smoking."

•

Brenda Keys, Oceana freshman,
"No, each professor is an insaid, "No, not necessarily, bedividual and I don't think you
cause you have to depend upon
can judge one person's character
the character of the person."
BUDDY MORROW'S Night Train band will perform tomorrow
lby another person," replie"d Gail
night at the Homecoming dance at Memorial Field House from
Lynn Patton, Logan freshman.
•
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Featured vocalist wlll be Jane Taylor.
• • •
"No. I think Van Doren was a
"I don't judge any instructor victim of circumstances. Most
by another. Just because one anyone would have done the
person does a wrong, doesn't same thing. You can't judge all
necessarily mean others in his instructors by the actions of one,"
answered Ron Musick, Hunting- Friday, Nov. 8-Pep rally, Intramural Field, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
ton sophomore.
Judging of the house decorations, 7:30 p.m.
I
Saturday
Nov. 7-Alumni Tour, 9 to 11 a.m.
• • •
Ground breaking for the Campus Christian Center, 10 a.m.,
"Instructors are only human,"
Seventeenth Street and Fifth Avenue.
is the feeling of Ed McLaughlin, I
Parade, 12:00.
Hluntington sophomore. "If stuHomecoming Game, Ohio University, 2 p.m., Fairfield Stadium.
President Stewart H. Smith dents tend to look down on inAlpha Chi Omega, alumnae reception, after the game, 1601
has announced a number of structors because of Van Doren,
Fifth Avenue.
guests that he will entertain at then they don't show a great deal
D_elta Zeta, receptio~, after the game, 1616 Fi_fth Avenue.
the Homecoming game. The list of intelligence."
Sigma Kappa, reception after the game, 1535 Fifth Avenue.
includes several state and na•
•
Sigma Phi Epsilon, open house and buffet dinner after the.
tional dignitaries,
Could this happen again?
game, 1661 Sixth Avenue.
The guests will arrive at Dr.
Fred Wagner, Logan sophoPi Ka~pa Alpha,_ open house after -the_ game, 1400 Fifth Avenue.
Smith's home at 11:30 a.m. SatCavaliers alumni banquet, Hotel Prichard, 6:30 p.m.
urday morning and will ride in more, said, "It doesn't affect my
Tau Kappa Epsilon, dinner after the game, 1402 Fifth Avenue.
the Homec·o ming parade. The confidence in my instructors, but
-Sigma Alpha Epsilon, dinner, after the game, 1401 Fifth Avenue.
guests wiil be served box lunches it is possible it could happen
again."
Homecoming Dance, Field House, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
at. the game.
Sunday, Nov: 8-Laidley Hall, open house, 3 to 5 p.m.
The guests are: Mrs. Elizabeth
• • •
Alpha Xi Delta, open house, 3 to 5 p.m.
Kee, U. S. House of RepresentaThere were various other opinMond ay, N ov. 9-Art'ist Series,
.
"Gay 90's R evue. "
tives, and her son, James Kee, ions on this matter. Barbara
Administrative Assistant; John Ball, Huntington senior, feels
Slack of the U. S. House of Rep- 'IMore is being made out of it
resentatives and Mrs. Slack; Ken than should be." Robert Koehler,
Hechler of the U. S. House of. Wheeling sophomore, said, "If,, he
Representatives; Joe F . Burdett, is a good professor, his outside
Secretary of State of W. Va., and life doesn't affect me."
The forthcoming construction dent Stewart H. Smith proposed
,M rs. Burdett; Orel J. Skeen,
of the $250,000 Campus Christian a united religious program for
• • •
State Treasurer; Homer Ash,
Virginia T. Clair, Elkhorn jun- Center will be the realization of the campus. The first formal step
Commissioner, Department of Finance and Administration, and ior, feels that it is irrevelant to a dream of ministers, faculty was made four years ago with
the formation of a board of diMrs. Ash; Raymond Brewster, the situatton. "What has that members, and students.
Groundbreaking c -er e monies rectors. This board was composmember 'Of the W. Va. Board of to do with me and my professors?
Education, and Mrs. Brewster; Professors are only human. For will take place at 10 a.m. Sat- ed of President Smith, ministers,
Lyle A. Smith, State Senator, all I know one of my professors urday at the Fifth Avenue and directors of education, and a
layman from each of the Hunand Mrs. Smith; Don Booth, could be a bank robber but as 17th Street building site.
Participating in the ceremony tington churches.
member of the House of Dele- long as I don'•t know it, I will
will be:
The project has had several
gates, and Mrs. Booth; Dr. J. respect him."
W. C. Petty of the finance com- setbacks. An attempt to raise
Bernard Poindexter, Sr., member
• • •
mittee; Harry Wolfe of the build- funds through a fund raising orof the House of Delegates, and
"All professors do not appear
Mrs. Poindexter; Tennyson J. on television shows," is the feel- ing committee; John Karickhoff, ganization failed. Two y ears were
Bias, member of the House of ing of Mary Stewart, Matewan president of the Student Body; taken to clear up property purDelegates, and Mrs. Bias; Y. Jef. senior. ''The only place where it Sandra Roush, president of the chases. Several weeks ago it was
ferson Rife, member of the might have some effect is at Campus Christian Fellowship; necessary to c u t construction
Architect Keith Dean, a repre- costs due to bids being too high
House of Delegates; Robert 0. Columbia."
sentative of the college admin- for the funds - in - hand and·
Ellis, Huntington Mayor, and
istration, and a member of the pledges.
• • •
.Mrs. Ellis; Kenneth Stettler,
Joe Short, Huntington sopho- board of directors of the Campus
President of the Marshall FounThe modern style structure
dation, and Mrs. Stettler; Mrs. more, said, ''No, I don't think it Christian Fellowship.
will
include a chapel with a
The idea 'b egan eight yeaiis ago,
Mike Casey; John Baker, Presi- will have any affe-c t because
seating
capaci,ty of 200 and a
most
students
won't
even
know
according to Rev. Lander Beal, redent of Ohio University and Mrs.
anything about it."
ligious counseler, when Presi- fellowship hall seating 250.
Baker.

Here Are The Music-Maiers

• •

Marco's Memorandums

Dr. Smith Lists

Honored Guests

•

Building Of Christian Center
Realization Of Past Dreams

By SUSAN ATKINSON
Society Editor
"What should I wear?" Men
and women often ask this questiqn when an important occasion
is near. If this is your problem
now that the homecoming festivities are near, here are some tips
on what the well-dressed college
man and woman will wear for
the game and for the dance.
For the homecoming game, a
suit is both comfortable and fashionable wear for women. There is
a wide choice available in the
new fall colors. A walking suit
is practical because of the extra
warmth which the length of the
coat gives.
Accessories are important to
any outfit. Gloves are a must for
the game. Besides being dressy,
they will keep your hands warm.
White is best because it will go
with everything, but a color may
be worn if it matches the suit.
High heels are also a must for
the outfit. This is not the time or
the place for bobbysocks or tennis shoes. But, fancy dress shoes,
such as the plastic, bejeweled
ones, do not belong at the game
either.
A hat is not necessary but it
would add to the dress occasion.
For the homecoming dance,
cocktail dresses are the fashion
now. The street length dresses
are more comfortable and easier
to handle than the long evening
gowns with their ruffles and
hoops.
Accessories are also important
for the dance. This is the time
when fancy shoes and purses
should be brought out A f
·
· adds
ancier
than usual hairdo also
to
the occasion. Medium sized to
large earrings should be worn
but it is the fashion to leave the
necklace at home. For strapless
or near strapless gowns, elbow
length gloves should be worn.
For the homecoming game,
men should wear a .suit and a
tie.
---------------

New Class Announced
For Foreign Students
English may become easier
next semester for the 10 foreign
students on campus. There will
be a section of English 100 devoted especially to improving
the foreign student's facility in
the English language, according
to Dr. A. M. Tyson, head of the
English department.
It will be a non-credit course
open to foreign students only,
Dr. Tyson said.
The class will meet three times
a week and will be arranged so
tl:at the instructor can give individual help.
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College's Past Reflects
Extensive Development

Pressure Politics At Work Here
T HE PRESSURE'S ON as these four campus lovelies swoop down upon the voter a bout to enter
the polls In the "Ml$ Marshall" election last W ,dnesday. The beauties surrounding J im Mosko
are (left to right) : Joan Cooley, Dixie Ward, Mary Chafin and Dixie Walker.

Number Of Distinguished Grads

Included Among C~llege Alumni
A number of distingujshed
graduates in their fields will possibly be among the returning
alumni to the Marshall homecoming of 1959.
As former undergraduates they
represent the fields of education,
political science and journalism.
President of Highlands University at Las Vegas, N. M . since
1952, Dr. Thomas C. Donnelly
received his A. B. degree (magna
cum laude) in 1926. Dr Donnelly earned both his M. A. degree and Ph.D from New York
Un iversity. Beginning his teaching career at NYU in 1930, he
later taught at New Mexico State
Teachers College ,vid was chairm an of the government departm en t at Marshall from 1933-35.
He was dean of the Arts and
Science college at the University
of Mexico from 1945-47.
A member of the American
P olitical Science Association, Dr.
Donnelly was president of the
Western Political Science Association in 1948. He is the author of
''The Government of New Mexico" which was published in 1945.
Presiden t of Monticello College
at Alton, Ill., from 1942-45, John
Ripley Young obtained his A,B.
degree f rom Marshall in 1927
and his M.A. degree from the
Un iversity of Illinois in 1929. Dr.
Young was given the honorary
degree of doctor of literature by
the college in 1951.
Presently, Dr. Young Is In

charge of an educational program in the Dominican Republic representing the State Department.
Robert E. Yancey, vice-presicent in charge of management
of the Ashland Oil and Refining
Company, earned a B.E. degree
at Marshall. Working for the
Ashland Oil Company since 1943,
he has successively held positions
as process -engineer, project engineer, operating superintendent,
co-ordinator of sales and refining,
and general superintendent of
refineries.
Mr. Yancey is a
member of the American Petroleum Institution in Kentucky.
Marvin Stone, a graduate of
the cl~ of '4'7 as a journalism
major, is former chief of the
Far Eastern Bureau in Tokyo
for the United Press International. Before the recent merger of the United Press and International News Service, he
was chief of the European Bureau for INS.
Mr. Stone embarked last
week for an eight weeks tour
of Asia In preparation for a
forthcoming book. Bis latest
post In the journalism world
had him in charge of news releases dealing with missiles
and rockets for the Pentagon
In Washington.
Gay Pauley, journalism graduate of the 1942 class, is the
women's editor of UPI. She covers general assignments.
She

Opportunities for Teaching
And Study Abroad Available
If you would like to teach or
stu<ly abroad your chances are
'i
good.
Each year approximately 6,000
persons representing more than
90 countries are exchanged to
study or teach abroad. These
exchanges are supervised by the
I nternational Education Exchange
Program and sponsored by the
Department of State.
All levels of education are provided for in this program. Secondary and elementary opportunities are O ffered in 5o
countries.
Basic requirements are; citizenship, a BA degree in education,

three years teaching experience,
and fluency in the language
spoken.
Teachers are interchanged with
each country paying their own
teacher. The United States Office of Education receives applications for the student and teacher exchange.
Five hundred American educators are serving on 60 regional
interviewing committees in assisting the Office of Education
in screening applicants.
For those interested, there is a
booklet, Teacher Exchange Opportunities, in the office of D.
Banks Wilburn, Dean of the
Teachers College.

was chosen to represent the
American press by Winston
Churchill during his most recent
trip to the United States.
Gene Kelly, journalism graduate of the class of 1941, has
been the voice of the Philadelphia
Phillies for about 15 years. His
work also includes announcing
of pro football contests. He has
covered many World Series baseball contests during his car eer .

By FRED McCORMICK
Staff Reporter
Looking back into Marshall's past, one may trace the extensive
development of the college.
Marshall was founded as Marshall Academy in 1837 by a group
of Cabell County residents. It was named Marshall Academy by
J ohn Laidley in memory of Chief Justice John Marshall.
The school was operated on a
subscription basis 'by Robert present consists of 25 acres In
Pack, and met in a log cabin the center of Huntington. There
which aiso doubled as a church. are about 16 separate bulldings
T he caibin was located on what on campus, most of them built
is now part of the site of "Old before 1940. The Science Ball,
Main".
completed In 1950, Is the newThe first curriculum consisted est one.
of reading, writing, spelling,
At present, a committee is
arithmetic, Latin and history.
working toward the achievement
In 1850, the Conference of of university status for Marshall.
the Methodist Episcopal Church If this is achieved, Colleges of
South took over control of the Applied Sciences, Business AdAcademy. In 1858, the Acad- ministration, and Fine Arts will
emy was raised to college level. be created.
A faculty of five was elected,
Two new addition s to the camand a full college program was pus now are in the offing. A two
offered.
million dollar Men's Physical EdDue to financial difficulties, ucation Building will be comthe college was sold before the pleted in 1960, and work will
Civil War. But during the war start shortly on a Campus Chrisit was operated as a private tian Fellowship Center, the funds
school, and, according to tradi- for which came through public
tion, as a hospital for Union sol- subscriptions.
diers.
Future plans call for the
Four years after West Vir- construction of a new men's
ginia became a state, the legis- dorm which will cost about
lature passed an act creating a $1,200,000; and a new classnormal school at Marshall. In room building which will cost
addition to teachers training, col- $4,000,000.
lege preparatory work was ofAlso, the college may acquire
fered.
additional land area in the form
In 1921 the T eachers College of buildings and grounds of the
granted its first bachelor's degree Home for Aged and Infirm Nein education. The College of Arts groes, located on U. S. Route 60
and Sciences was created in 1925, east of Huntington.
and the Graduate School was
So, the history of Marshall reformed in 1948.
flects a continued expansion, in
The Marshall campus at both physical and academic areas.

Greek Social Organizations
Began Here 38 Years Ago
By MARGARET WILLIAMS
Assistant Society Editor

WILLIAM T. TWEEL

. .. To Executive Post

Marshall Grad
Joins Company
William T. Tweel, former Marshall College Student who graduated with the class of '58, has
been appointed Vice President of
Public Relations of the Contin ental Tobacco Company in Huntington.
Mr. Twee! graduated Magna
Cum Laude as top ranking man
in his class.
Earlie r in his business career,
he was engaged in a real estate
business, fronted his own regional name band in supper clubs
and at dances throughout the
area, and later held an executive
position with one of the country's
principal mai\ - order cagarette
houses.
Both as an undergraduate and
as an alumnus, Mr. Tweel has
been very active in Pi Kappa
Alpha, Delta Iota Chapter.
He resides with his wife and
9 year old son at 1201 Third
Street West in Huntington.

Approximately 38 years ago the first social organizations officially come on campus.
Most of these organizations were locally organized and later
became affiliated chapters of national sororities and fraternities.
A few chapters of the national . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - organization came on campus by nlties qn campus were orc-anfoundin~ their own chapter and h:ed between 1926 and rn29.
not affiliating with a local fra- They were: Alpha Theta Chi,
ternity or sorority.
w hich became affiliated w ith
The sororities first came on Slinna Phi Eusilon in 1947,
campus 1between 1920 and 1923. :-;tt"ma Psi with Aloha Sigma
Some of the early ones were: Phi In 1946, Phi Tau Alpha
Theta Rho, a local for nearly 27 with Si('Dla Alpha Epsilon In
years, which in 1950 became af- 1953, Pi Kappa Ntt with Pi
filiated with the national sorority Kaooa Alpha in 1948.
Alpha Xi Delta.
Lambda Chi Alpha formed
Delta Sigma Epsilon, a national their chapter in 1946 and T au
sorority, •which merged with Kappa Epsilon formed theirs in
Delta Zeta in 1956, made Delta l947.
Zeta one of the largest nationals
The P anhellenic Council has
with 130 college chapters.
governed tte sororities on camSigma Sigma Sigma has the pus since around 1923. In 1925
oldest chapter on Marshall's the fraternities had not formed
campus.
the Inter-Fraternity Council but
Pi Kappa Sigma was a n ational had representatives in Panhelwhich merged in May of this lenic Council. By 1927 the I.F.C.
year with Sigma Kappa.
had been formed.
Phi Kappa Delta and Kappa
At one time Marshall's camTheta were also early local sorpus had a mock sorority and
oritles formed between 1920
fraternity. The sorority was
and 1923 and are no longer In
k nown as Gamer Gammer and
existence on campus.
was formed around 1930. The
Alpha Sigma Alpha founde d purpose of the organization was
their chapter in 1927. Alpha C hi to make up a sorority of repreOmega colonized their chap ter in sentatfves of all the sororities
1952.
on campus and also lndependZeta Phi, which was organized ent girls; their goal was to erearound 1922, was the first strictly ate friendship on campus prinsocial fraternity on campus. This cipally among these groups.
fraternity no longer exists on
The mock fraternity was known
campus.
as Fi Bater Capper, which had
The first national fraternity approximately the same goal as
founded on campus was Kappa the mock sorority. Fi Bater CapAlpha Order.
per received its charter from the
Some of the early fraterni- chapter at Wem Virginia Univer ties which later became affil- sity in 1919. The chapter at W.
lated with the present frater- V. U. is s till in existence.
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Placement Office Aids Students
And Graduates In Finding Jobs
Last year, 80 per cent of the
Bachelor of Engineering Science
graduates were registered with
the Placement Otfice.
Fifty-'four per cent of students
graduating with a Bachelor of
Science degree were also register ed. Registration in the Teacher's College was one hundred
percent.
Only 92 students were registered to fill 959 vacancies in busi1ness and industry. Since the
Placement Office opened in July,
1959, 47 companies have held interviews on campus.
Marshall had only 162 Teacher's College graduates ro fill 3,809
vacancies reported by sch ool officials.

Long Hours, Hard Work Spent
Preparing Greenbacker Stunts

floats Require Time And Energy

By PATTY POLISKEY

LONG HOURS AND hard work, plus Ingenuity, characterize Ooat building. Here Paul Beckett
(standing) and Dick Brown, of SAE fraternity, are exhlbltin.g the traditional "elbow grease"
used In building floats for Homecoming.

Campus Editor

Over 50 man-hours are required
before each game to prepare so
the Greenbackers can perform,
according to Howard Sutherland ,
Matewan senior and co-ordinator
of the Greenback er!; Commission.
The three-year-old organization
was originated by Alan Earls,
already has over 11,000 names Huntington senior, who was in
and addresses on its records out charge the last two years. It was
of an approximate 20,000 who
have received degrees. It has
eliminated annual dues of the
Alumni Association and replaced
that with an annual giving program. It plans to organize alumni
chapters on a county-or citywide basis in the future. It also B:, WILLIAM CALDERWOOD
has issued two publications-a
St&ff Reporter
magazine entitled "F or You- Mar"Big Green", "Green and
shall Alumus" and a newsletter White", and "Herd" are the only
entitled "Beechnotes."
.nicknames Marshall's foot •b a 11
Although there b as long been ·team has had in the p ast 51
a need for this full-time alumni years.
office, Mr. Sayre said: "We are
In checking ba rk issues of the
fortunate that we have had an Mlrabila, the forerunn er of the
active volunteer program in these Chief Justice, these were the only
past years which has been very three names found.
helpful. Those alumni who have
No nickname was given to the
participated during t hese years first team in 1898. In 1903, Marare certainly to be commended.
shall's gridders won most of their
"We must recognize that volun- games, but lost to Gallipolis and
teer help can do just so much, the Huntington "All Stars".
and unfortunately, that's n ot
The name "Herd" was most
enough. Volunteer effort must predominant in the late 1920s
be serviced by a full-time staff and 1930s. "Green a nd White"
in order that their efforts will is the least used nickname.
In an election last year, the
produce maximum results."
Student Body voted to adopt
"Big Green" as the official name
for the Marshall eleven. The
measure received 844 votes.
In comparison to th is year's
record, Marshall's 1908 r ec O rd
What will be done with the was m uch better. That year t h ey
the present physical education tied one and won four.
building when the new one is
The scores of ·the 1908 season
completed- Most of the building were: University of Cincinnati,
will be used by the women's and Marshall a scoreless deadphysical education department 1'ock, Marshall over Portsmouth
Agricultural 28-0, Marshall dewith a small part used by the feated Ashland and Georgetown
Lab School, according to Comp- University 11-9, and Morris Hartroller Fred Smith.
vey 12-5.

Establishment Of Full-Time Alumni
Office Realizes Long-Sought Need
By PATTY POLISKEY
Campus Editor
With the establishment in J uly
of a full-time development and
alumni office, the college took a
step toward a project it has
needed for 30 years.
This was the result of several
yea.r s' planning by President
Stewart H. Smith, the Alumni
Association and the Marshall
Foundation. This group raised the
necessary money through donations to underwrite at least the
first two years of this program.
The original intention was to
establish only an alumni office,
but due to present-day demands,
the development phase was added.
Most progressive colleges and
universities th r o u g ho u t the
country have such offices.
John M. Sayre is director of
this office, with a full-time secretary, Mrs. Sandra Poffenbarger;
a directress of records, Miss L.
Marie White; and three student
assistants.
The office is mainly concerned
with over-all development which
encompasses all facets of the college and its activities.
Alumni affairs are a part of
the development program and is
cu rrently receiving the most attention. Th e development program of this offic;e includes all
the publics of Marshall College,
such as its alumni, student body,

faculty and staff, citizens of
Huntington, businesses and industries of Huntington and the surrounding area, prospective students and parents of present students.
The purpose is to keep them
informed of Marshall activities
and to en courage their support of
Marshall College and such activities.
Mr. Sayre named three types
of support they hope to receivemoral, influential, and financial.
Another purpose of the Alumni
Office is to accentuate the favorable points of Marshall to its
public, to acknowledge the things
which need improving, and to
work out a systematic plan on
how to make those improvements.
During its short history, the
Alumni Office has been working
on the phase of development. It

Six Students Attend
Newm~n Meeting

Six Marshall students will present a pan el discussion, "How to
Make a Meeting More Successful," at the first West Virginia
Conven tion of Newman clubs being held today through Sunday
at West Virginia University.
Those participating in the panel
will b e Danilee Cordea, Huntington senior; James Gallagher, St.
Albans senior; Barbara Hall, Mullens senior; Shirley Harmon, War
senior; Anthony Cassinelli, Mullens junior; and Linda Black,
Huntington freshman.
The principal speaker will be
A committee to study problems
the Rt. Rev. Thomas McDonnell,
of the freshman orientation proCo-adjutor Bishop of Wheeling.
gram has been appointed. Members are Dean Lillian Buskirk,
Dean Harold L. Willey, and
J oseph M. Lichtenstein, assistant Cheering Practices
professor of education.
Slated Next Week
The committee plans to review
Freshman cheerleading practhe length of freshman orienta- tices will be Nov. 10, 11, 12, 16,
tion to determine whether a full 17, 18, and 19 in the upstairs of
semester of orienation is needed. the Student Union from 4 to 5
Professor Lichtenstein said, p.m. The candidates will be in"Length is just one of the factors structed by the regular cheerto be discussed. There are many leaders.
others to be considered."
Any freshman girl who is not
After a study is made a r eport on social or academic probation
w ill be made to the Student Con- and who is not marired is eligible.
duct and Welfare Committee. Six regular and two alternate
Recommendations con c e r n i n g cheerleaders w i 11 b e chosen.
possible cha nges will then be These girls will cheer at the
made to the administration.
freshman basketball gamese.

Committee To Study

Orientation Program

Many teachers wish to re-loate, a nd call on the Placement
Office for help. Robert Alexander, d irector of P lacement said
that a 1929 Teacher's College
graduate asked for assistance in
re-location.
One of the downtown stores is
lookin g for a person to do parttime window decorating. Some
experience is required.
There are several secreta rial
positions, both p art-time and full
time, open to wives of married
students.
A male student is needed to do
work in a warehouse. Applicants
for the job must have mornings
free, especially on Monday and
Tuesday.

football Teams

Used 3 Names

Women, Lab School
To Use Gymnasium

established as a card section to
or ganize studen t cheering and to
add en\ertainment for the spectators from the students.
The Greenbackers Commission
is composed of five committees.
The first is the Registration Committee under Roslyn Harmon,
Huntington senior. This committee was active at the beginning
of the year when approximately
500 students registered.
Susan Langstaff, Huntington
junior, and Bob Scott, Huntington sophomore, are in char ge of
the Design Committee. They
spend about 12 hours designing
the stu nts to be performed at
each game.
Next is the Stamping Committee under Conrad Smith, Hunting ton junior. It is composed of
six members.
About 20 students work 16
hours to set up materials for the
actual performance. John Dial,
Huntington junior, is chairman
of the Set-Up Committee.
Finally, comes the Execution
Committee. J oe Dial, Huntington
junior, is chairman.
Alth ou gh interest bas been low
in the last few games, Howard
Sutherland has indicated that he
dosen't feel there will be difficulty in filling the 800-seat section since this is Homecoming.
Members of the ROTC h ave one
entire section reserved for them
as well as some of the larger
fraternities.
Some four or five stunts will
be performed during the first half
of the game and one during halftime.
Mr. Suterland asked that students not throw the cards. They
are not only expensive-the cost
is $20 per 100 - but they are
dangerous.
.---------------
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Marshall's First Queen Recalls 1927 Thrill
By STRAT DOUTHAT
Staff Reporter
Tomorrow night's Miss Marshall coronation dates back to
1927 when Betty Jones was
chosen the first Marshall
Homecoming queen.
Miss Jones, now Mrs. Esther
J. Boetcker of Lake City,
Pa., was an Ashland, Ky.,
freshman majoring in journalism and represented Delta
Sigma Epsilon (now Delta
Zeta sorority).
Mrs. Boetcker, contacted by
The Parthenon at her Lake
City home, described the thrills
of those 1927 days in this manner:
"You can imagine how I, a
freshman, felt upon be~
voted one of the 10 girls to
participate in this blg event.
Bot my pleasure was shortlived since my parents.-took a
rather dim view of the entire
proceedings and asked me to
withdraw my name.
"This was a . crushing blow,
but I went to the Dean of
Women (do wish I could recall
her name because she was such
a dear) and told her I must
withdraw my name, and why.
She said she felt my parents
must have a wrong concept of
the situation, and if I assured
them that it was indeed just a
school activity, and not a public
contest, they would relent. She
did not know my parents . . .
bless them!
"I just kept putting off telling them and finally it really
was too late to do anything
about it since all of the girls
were being royally entertained
by various business and professional gr_o ups in the city. I
completely forgot the mild deception I was indulging in.
"Arthur William Brown, the
artist from New York, was to
come to Huntington to judge
this affair which added, of
course, to the glamour of the
occasion. It was quite a disappointment for the committee to get a wire the day before saying he couldn't come.
"The night of the big event,
I recall the 10 of us were lined

BE'ITY JONES, Marshall Freshman
. . . First Campus Queen, 1927_........,...

ess in Lake City.
ny hobbies and is
in civic affairs. For
ears she served as orShe is

Staff Reporter

The first semblance of student
government on the Marshall
Campus appeared in 1926 with
the organization of . a student
council. The council and its officers were all elected. Today
the majority of student government positions are filled by appointment.
The student council was an
active organization from its initiation, sponsoring social activities, supporting honoraries and
undertaking scholarship
programs. Most of all, it made the
democratic process dynamic on
the campus.
In 1951, when the student government was 25 years old, a new
constitution was adopted.
The new constitution changed
the name of the legislative body
from Student Council to Student
Senate and created an overall
governing body known as the
Student Government.
The S,.ident Government had
the Student Senate as its legislative branch and had executive
and judicial branches as well.
This organization paralleled that
of the national government.
The positions of president and

The Marshall of today, she
says, Truly bears no resemblance to the 1928 campus."
Records show that at least
two of the 10 contestants who
competed with Betty still live
in Huntington.
They are: Mrs. Lucy Fitch
(Lucy McKnight), wife of Frederick A. Fitch, associate profesosr of physical education at
Marshall, and Mrs. John Goodno (Reba Light), whose husband is manager of the Palace
Theater.
As for "Betty Jones," Mrs.
Guy Cain of Huntington, remembers her as a "beautiful
blue-eyed blonde who swept
the capmus by storm."

e it personal •..

1926 Student Council Marks
Origin Of Student Government
By TOM ROSS

MRS. ESTHER J. BOETCKER
. Still Looks Like A Queen

vice-president of the student
body, plus a cabinet of student
secretaries responsible for the
newly innovated student government commissions, made up the
executive branch. The chief justice, student court and freshman
court made up the judicial
branch.
The highly-integrated organization of the student government
has geared its activities away
from the social type it undertook
in its early years. At one time,
the student government sponsored Christmas parties and caroling
trips, weekly dances, pep meets,
Sadie Hawkins Day and similar
events.
While the Student Government
of today still handles social
events such as Homecoming, a
large part of its work deals with
general welfare of students, activities of an academic nature
like Et Cetera, student elections
and the advancement of Marshall.
The constitution adopted in
1951 has remained basically unchanged, though it has been revised periodically.
The most
recent revision was in April of
1959 under the direction of John
Karickhoff, Spencer senior, then
chairman of the Student Senate
Parliamentary Committee.

Order your Monogrammed gifts

tor Chrlsttnas now !
t
Girls in Ohio."
Three years ago Mrs. Boetcker moved from Erie to her

College Ability Test
Administered To 1,400
Approximately 1,400 h i g h
school juniors have taken the
School and College Ability Test
being administered at Marshall
this month, according to Luther
E. Bledsoe, registrar and director
of admissions.
Students from various high
schools in the area have been
on campus this week to take the
test.
The SCAT test also will be
given at the following high
schools: Buffalo, Wayne, Fort
Gay, Duval, Hamlin, Guyan Valley, Harts, Crum and CeredoKenova.
CLUB WILL ORGANIZE
Plans are being made for an
organizational meeting of the
Young Republican Club on campus. Students interested in m emberships are to contact Sharon
Hinchman at JA 2-0982, or Dr.
Richard Steele in his office in
the Political Science Department,
3rd floor Old Main, within the
next week.

Monogrammed BLOUSES

7.95

dacron blend,

(oxford cloth, 5.95)

Dacron-cotton blouses with the ''gifted'•
touch"-monogrammed with initials or Greek
sorority letters. 2 sketches left, 30-38, $7.95
•• • Right, above, oxford cloth, button-down
collar, $5.95. White, pastels.
-A-N main floor blou1H

